as an index of the ability to pass through biological
membranes and to bioaccumulate in living organisms.
Thus it is utilized as a measure of the affrnity for the

o

biota.

Octanollair partitron coefficient (Koa). Koa has

been

recently defined as the key parilmeter for the evaluation of
bioaccumulation in plants (13). OctanoUair partition
coefficient can be obtained as follows:
Koa - (Kow/H) RT
oK-')

An

On the

parameter. usually assurned as an index of soil affrnity,

represents in practice the sorption coefficient for the
organic carbon of the soil. The use of Koc as an index of
affrnity for soil is suitable for relatively hydrophobic and

non-ionic substances. For these cornpounds interactions
with the inorganic rnatrix of soil are negligtble and soil
sorption can be assurned as determined only by partition
with the organic rnatrix.

A

proposal

of a qualitative

scheme for the classification

of the affrnity of chemicals for the different environmental
classification
parameters.

A

l.

As indicated in the table. the
the extrerne values of
solubiliqy higher than I gA clearly indicates that

colnpartrnents is shown in table

is

more reliable

for

this properly is the main driving force and the affrnity for
water is always very high. On the other side, log Kow and log
Koc values around 6 unequivocally indicate very high
bioaccumulation and soil sorption potential. At interrnediate
ler,'els the sirnultaneous effect of various properties is rnore
conrplex and classificatiou rnust be taken as purely indicative.

Leaching Indexes and Ranking Systems
A frrrther step. quite rnore advanced than the sirnple
evaluation of single rnolecular pararneters. is represented by
conlparative indexes and ranking systems. This approach
requires a ferv input data, either molecular properties or
euvironrnental pariuneters. and is based on sirnple algoritluns
that cannot be assurned as tnre rnodels. These indexes produce
non quantitatrve values that allow the comparison of several
cornpounds and the hazard rankrng for one or more
environmental cornpartments.

In

particular, most of these systems were produced
for groundwater and therefore allow a

specifically

classification of the leaching capability of chemical substzurces.
A critical review of the rnost common and currently utilized
leaching indexes is reported by Vighi and Di Gtnrdo ( 15)

of this kind of

basis

of

indexes

is

the GUS

the previous algorithm. pesticides can be

classified as follows:
non leachers:
transition compounds:

GUS < I.8
1.8 < GUS <2.8
GUS > 2.8

leachers:

where R is the gas constant E: 8.31 4Patn'mol-'
and T is the absolute temperature (T"K :273 .15 + t'C).

o Organic carbon sorption coefficient (Koc). This

example

(Groundwater Ubiquity Score) index, based on Koc and half
life in soil (hD (10):
GUS - Log \n (4 - Log Koc)

The reliability of

the

extremely sirnple algoritlun of the

GUS index was successfully validated by a procedure of
application of a complex model like GLEAMS (9).
The GUS index, as well as rnost leaching indexes, does not
take into account pesticide application rate. Therefore these
kinds of indexes tneasure an intrinsic leaching capability of the

chemicals instead of a realistic pollution potential of the
applied compound. This is a severe limitation to the practical
meaning of these indexes, particularly in relation to the big
differences of application rates of many new generation active
ingredients (such as sulfonylureas herbicides). applied at the

level of grams per ha, in

comparison with traditional
of kilograms per ha (e.g.

compounds applied at the levels

tnazine herbicides).
A possible improvement of the practical reliability of the

index could be the introduction in the algorithm of

the

application rate, as in the tnodified GUS index (16):
GUSrn - Log \n (4 - Log Koc) Ar

wlrere

Ar is the application

rate. expressed in kgftla of active

ingredient.

Partition

Analysis and Multicompartmental

Models
The concept of evaluative rnodels for the prediction of
partition among envirorunental compartrnents was introduced

by

Bauglurlan and Lassiter (3). This kind of rnodels utilizes the

main rnolecular properties in an integrated rvay in order to give
a comprehensive picture of envirorunental distribution of a
chemical substance.

These rnodels were originally developed as "instrrunents
the indication of general trends in
enl,ironrnental partitioning and not as quantitative tools for the

for thinking" and for

prediction of envirorunental concentrations. Nevertheless, they
were proved as highly versatile instruments and in the last few
),eArs several "site specific" rnodels were developed.

Table 1. Afftnity of an organic chemical for the different environmental compaflments according to the rnain molecular pararneters,
from (15).

Affinity for

Water (WS)

The Compartments

g,

lL

I t0-2
ro-2- lo-3
lo-3 ro-s

-

-

< lo-s
" influenced bv other parameter values.
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Air (II
Pa mr / mol

l0 - l0-r
l0-' - l0-2
lo-2 - lo4
< 104

Soil
log Koc

Animal
log

Biomass
Kow

>5

>5

5-4

s - 3.5
3.5 - 3

4

-2

2-l
<l

3-l
<l

Vegetal Biomass

log Koa

>8
8 -7
7 -5
5 -4
<4

At the time being, rnulticompartmental partition analysis
models have been proved as the most effective tool for the
quantitative prediction of environrnental distribution and fate of
chemical substances. Several kinds of models have been
developed at dtfferent levels of cornplexity and validated at
different spatial scales (15).

Relatively cornplex rnodels, as the PRZM (4) requiring a
detailed description of environmental features as input data,

can give very good predictions at the field scale (not more than
hectares) (5) but they fail on a larger scale. There are no
theoretical objections to the application of such models on a
wider area, but the variability of environrnental pararneters
rnakes it practically, irnpossible to obtain a description as

a ferv

detailed and accurate as tlte tnodel requires.
On the contrary, rnore sirnple models. requiring only an

approxirnate description of the rnain driving forces as input
data. produce less precise results but their versatility allows
their application on relatively non hornogeneous areas and.
therefore. on a larger scale. Sirnple runoff rttodels derived from
the fugacitv approach ( I 1) have been successfully validated,
indicating an acceptable predictive capability (within one order
of magnitude) in several experimental areas of hundreds of
lrectares (7). up to the drainage area of a srnall river. with a
surface of rnore than 100 km2 (2) (Figrrre 1).
An outline of the pararnotmt role of multirnedia models in
predicting envirorunental fate of chernicals is given by Corvan

Fugacity-based rnodels have been applied successfully on

a wide scale range, from microecosystems up to regional or
global environment. An example of application on flre
microscale is the "hive fugacity model" (14). developed to
predict the fate of pesticides used against parasites of bees rn
the hive compartrnents (wax. honey, bees, etc.). On the large
scale, the ChernCAN model (12) developed to predict chemical
fate in Canada" is an example of a regional fugaciw model.
Finally, the meridian multi-media model (17) is a global model
developed through the modtrlar application of fugacity models
to flre various climatic zones of the world.

Major difficulties rnay be encountered at the intemrediate
scale (large hydrographic basins, agricultural comprensories.
large adrninistrative regions of a country. etc.) wltich is the
rnost interesting

for rrlanagernent purposes. On this scale.

environmental variables are not easy to control or relatively
hornogeneous as on the small scale. On the other hand, to

obtain enough reliable results. large approxirnations and
generalizations, as for regional or global rnodels, are rtot
allor,ved.

Thus, the rnajor problerns for the application of multr
lnedia rnodels at the lnesoscale, are related to the difficulties in
the description of the envirorunental scenario, due to the spatial
inhornogeneicity of the territory.

et al. (6).
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Even if some questions are still open, mainly referring to
their possibility of application and reliability on the mean and
large scale, this approach can be proposed for use in regulatory
decision making for assessing the environmental fate of

One of the more effective tools available, at the time
being, to manage spatial information is represented by the
Geographical Information System (GIS). The suitability of the
combination
investigated

of multimedia models and GIS has been recenfly
by Wania (18). Experimentally, the approach has

been applied and validated

in

pesticides.

Some of the areas identified for a possible application of these
models are:
o preventive risk assessment of new and existing pesticides
o chemical ranking and scoring
o optimizing testing and monitoring strategies
. assessment of indirect exposure
. detennining dispersion and recovery tirne.

a pilot research carried on in a

t-')

in Norhern Italy (l).
The prelirninary results obtained are very promising (Fi g. 2).

srnall hydrographic basin (about 400

Conclusions
Multi-media fate rnodels are. at present, the rnost effective

tool to predict the environmental distribution and fate of
organic contaminants and. in particular, of pesticides.
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Figure 2. River Larnbro rvatershed (Northern Italy). Concentrations in surface water
tebuthylazfue (B) experimentally measured and predicted rvith the SoilFug model.
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of the herbicides metholachlor (A)

and
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